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*REG. v. WAKEFlELD 

Quarter Sessions : Cross Ch. Q.S. 

Dec. 17, 1968; Jan. 17, 24,1969. ,j ; : 

Criminal Law-Charge of break, enter and stea"fr.JtfPlea of guilty-Remandfor 

sentence-Bail of $200 granted by committ~ng magistrate-Application 

to quarter sess.ions for reduction of bail.,.-Relevant considerations-Likeli

hood of commission of further crimes-Bail ref1,1.sed. 


W., aged twenty-two and single, resided with his niothei' and was by occupation· - · 
a labourer. Prior,.to 1965 he had been convicted of twenty charges of breaking, 
entering and stealing and nine charges of larceny. In February 1965 he was con
victed of four similar offences and sentenced to fifteen months imprisonment. 
In July 1966 he :was convicted on four further charges of break, . enter and ste~l, 
and.the Chairman of Quarter Sessions took nine further 13iroilar.charges into account 
pursrtant to s. 447B of the Grimes Act, 1900, as amended. W. was sentenced tci 
:i:i:nprisonment for three years, and was released on 1st October, 1968. 

W. :was next committed for sentence, after indicating his intention to plead 
guilty, on five further charges of break, enter and steal, alleged to have been com
mitted on 9th and 10th October, 1968. He was granted bail by the committing 
magistrate in the sum of $200. The proceedings with respect to sente~ce. were. 
specially fixed for 17th January, 1969, but W.'s solicitor, who was part heard.in the 
co~try, obtained an adjournment until 31st.January, 1969. W., in person, .then 
sought a reduction of bail, and stated that he now intended to plead not guilty, 

IIeld : (l) That a proceeding which is in terms an application for a reduction of 
bail is in fact an application for bail simpliciter, with the consequence that the court 
to which such· an application is made may upon due consideratii>n refuse .bail 
·altogether. · 

(2) That bail should primi:i. facie be granted, in order to'allow the accused freedom 
to prepare his defence, unless. it appears that there is a reasonable risk that the . 
accused will not answer to his bail or will interfere with Crown witnesses or other
wise interfere with the administration of justice. . 
~: R. v. Montgomery (1958), 75 W.N:. (N.S.W.) 233, referred to. 

(3) That another factor to be taken into account is whether or not it appears 
likely t;hat the applicant will commit further offences .while on bail. 

El.M. Postmaster-General v. Whitehouse (1952), 35 Cr. App. R. 8, referred to; 
(4) That inthe present case bail woul.d be refused. ' · 

Observations on the considerations which are relevant on bail applications. 


BAIL Ai>J.>LICATION•. 
• '·'. -,f....~~-

This was an application, by a person who had been committed to quarter 

sessions for sentence, for reduction of the bail set by the committing magis

trate. . The facts are set out in the judgment. 


The applicant, in person. 

J. Oarmod;y (Clerk of the Peace's Office}, for the respondent (the Crown). 

Our.· adv. vult: 
Jan. 24. 

CROSS CH. Q.S. This is said to be an application by Mr. Wakefield for 

a reduction of bail from the figure at which it was previously fixed by the 

committing magistrate. But the power of the court to fix the terms of bail 
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.. is not a substantive power. There is' no such substantive application as an >; 
application for reduction of bail. The power which the court has to fix the 
terms ofbailis an ancillary power which the court has and may exercise on a.J 
substantive application for bail. What are catachrestically called applica:"< 
tions for the reduction of bail are, in fact, applications for bail ; and theJ 
court, if it grants bail, has the ancillary power to fix the terms of that baiJ;C: 

·Th{} new terms on which bail is granted may be an alteration from the Pfe~Y 
vious terms, making them more onerous or more lenient than they Vier~~ 
before. · ·· 

It therefore may happen that a person who has been granted bail.() 
. certaiii. terms and who makes a subsequent application to the court for th.' ·.: 
terms to be eased may find.bail refused altogether. Although there has li~ 
a :practice-not inflexible but general-for bail to continue to be grM{ 
on any subsequent application to a judicial officer if it has alreadyJf 
granted by another judicial officer, i.e. in the absence of fresh infor:' · 
or intervening circumstances, with every respect to the learned ma'•· 
whogranted bail to the present applicant-and I realize that it is.mo.st 
able that the matter was not as fully v:entnated before the foarn.M 
trate as it has been before this Court-it seems to me. that the pa.~ 
circl1mstances associated with this application, and the evidence.y(_·· 
application ·revealed, may be such as to warrant refusal of bail .alM~ 
and it is With that matter rather than terms on which bail should be;·· 
that I :first Wish to deal. 
. Applications for bail ar,e not to be regarded as the problem. o,(i; 
between the rights of the individual on the one hand and thejii,t' 
so(liety .on the other. For, as has been pointed out, for eX,a~' 
J!ar'IJard Law Review 2, when cine is balancing competing consid.e_ · 
illogical and erroneous to frame those consideritti'.oil.s as one on 
of the individual on the one hand and the interests of the comm 

+". · 	other. Such an approach Will almost inevitably lead to el'l'p, 
m.ay arise, for example, ifone compares the.individual's inter.. ' 
of free speech With the public :irl.terest in the suppressioriot'. 
sedit.ion. What one must ·compare-and synthetiz<f'-:-is t9-e'' 
in the right of t!J.e individual to freedom of speech With th~( 
in the freedom of individuals from offensiveness in one·ca.se:·· 
of the State in the other. 

In considering whether bail should be granted it seems .to ID. 

important consideration is the public interest in the rig:i_itjlf 

have his case presented in the. fairest possible oircunist'~:#f 

cases.the accused is entitled to equal~not less and'not'iri'"' 

to that given to the Crown. The Crown law offiCiers/wit, ,·,. , 

m:iJimited resources of the Attorney-General's Depat,ti#~~ 

prepare the prosecution With ·thoroughness and at .1¢i~v"'· 


Without :findillg themselves under great difficulties i:J:i~··~· 

Witnesses, the obtaining of further evidence or the lik~';' si( 


Prima fitcie it. is desir~ble that the preparation of:th~/ 

to takeplacein circumstances of approximate paritywit 

prosecutio!l if? prepared. There are obvi01;is fory:b,~i.9X 

ac(lused\de~al adviser interviewing the accuiied.,•.AD: · 


. able that the legal adviser have as many interView~\ 

c6nSiders ·beneficial to the conduct of the acciusedis c · 
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~f~~al adviser have ready access t6 the accused, i.e. that the accused be 
·•· 	 '3'.available for such interviews. . 
:dan. be seen, therefore, that the proper conduct ofthe accused's case in
·~i:!· th~ proper presentation of it, which in turn involves the ready accessi
·, 9££fi.e accused to his legal adviser, which can best be achieved if the 
sed is at liberty and cannot be best achieved if the accused is confined 

fte State Penitentiary. at Malabar: ~ though privacy of interview 
eena confinee and his legal adviser if had as of course at the State 

'tentfary, the institutional atmosphere may have an inhibiting effect on 
. co:r:rfinee. both in the preparatory marshalling of his thoughts for such 
rView and in the interview itself. · 
6•that prima fa~ie a person accused of a criine should be allowed his 

/iy before the hearing in order that the preparation of his case be a.s full 

:thorough and unfettered as possible. This applies not ollly where the 


··.&<iu:sed has been committed for trial but also where the ·accused has been 

;"tifumitted for sentence only or hits otherwise indicated· his· intention of 

,. · ading guilty. ·For the proper conduct of pleas ofguilty often requires a 


tical deftness and a delicacy of questioning that certainly render desirable 

)i~µnfettered access to the accused by his advocate in·the days and weeks 

''efore the hearing. · In my view this first consideration, i.e. the desirability 

)'ithe accused being allowed his freedom so that his case may be prepared 

·"·•the best possible circumstances, is the most important consideration on. 

:· ail applications. 

;(':But there are other considerations; Regrettably, persons often fail 

'_•th.out valid excuse to answer to their bail. It'is in the public interest that 


spersons alleged by the law-enforcement representatives of society to he 

: FJ'ongdoers be arraigned before properly constituted courts and.that alleged 

'.·Wrongdoers be not encouraged to' flee or encouraged to the view that society 

d,oes not greatly care whether they flee or not. · 

.·····,·•··Itis also in the public interest that such arraignment take place promptly ; 
/because. it is obvious that the trial can proceed most fairly to the, com.: 
i •iliunity an:d to the accused if it takes place while the recollection .of the 
;, -\Vitn.esst'ls 1s fresh. · It is therefore not in the public interest that the trial be 
·- delayed by the failure of the accused to answer· to his bail. Witnesses do 

die ; some disappear ;. and the memories of those who remain cari deteriorate; 
•It is also in the public interest that the Treasury be not needlessly 

diminished by the expenditure of moneys on the reapprehension ·of alleged .,• 
wrongdoers. _It is undesirable that the time of police officers be wasted and 
ot4ei' moneys be urineces~~J:,¥Y spent in the pursuit of a fugitive-actiVity 
which can result, ainong other things, in the cost of extradition proceedings 
interstate or overseas. There is also the wasted expense of the 'preparation · 
of a trial where an accused fails to appear. The time and labour ofthe Cr0wn 
law officers; the attendance of an entire jury panel, fudge, counsel, Witnesses 
and all the. attaches of the court become wasted and unnecessary. The 
cost to the State of such an 'abortive day is not inconsiderable. 

The initial "issue " for the trib'iuial on a bail application is the resolution 

of the question' of which of the two considerations I have mentioned carries 

the greater weight in foe particu:Iar case. This is not the sole issue .. There 

are other matters to whfoh I Will later refer. But on this first " issue " It 

would seem that bail shou:Id be granted to enable the accused's case the :qiore 

thoroughly ~o be prepared and thus presented l,lllless the evidell-ce mdioates 
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that .thereis areasonable degree of risk that the accused will not answer to 
his bail ; that is to say, that it appears to me that on this " issue " there_is a 
presumption in favour of granting bail-Ferguson J. in R. v. Montgomery (1) 
refers to" a person's prima facie right tofreedom "-:-a:nd the onus· is on the 
Crown to establish that there is a reasonable degree of risk that the accused; 
if allowed bail1 would fail to answer to it. 

This is not to say that the Crown must prove the likelihood of the accused •. 
failing to answer to his bail to be a likelihood beyond reasonable doubt or , 
even a matter more probable than not. Bail·applications are not so much_, >' 

' proceedings inter partes .as administrative inquiries presided over by 'a ' } 
judicial officer (who must act judicially ; per Lord Denman C;J. in Linford :v::,' • 
Fitzroy (2)), in which inquiries considerations other than the interests ofth~< 
acciised and ofthe Department of the Attorney-General must be taken info/ 
account (and for this reason there is a slight relaxation of.the ordinary rules' 
ofevidence). But for bail to be refused on this first" issue" it seems.to~~'. 
that the court must be. affirmatively satisfied that there is at least a. degrl:le};, 
ofriskthat the accused will fail to answer to his bail and that the degre~\· ·· 
such that the considerations I have already mentioned which arise when Ii 
'accused flees outweigh the consideration that it is desirable that an accµse 
cas~ be. prepared in the best possible circumstances. . > 

To what matters should the courl have regard ? Firstly, to the subjecti 
ele:nients of the accused's character and personality. Evidence that ;,~ 
accused has been granted bail on numerous previous occasions-for exam}j 
bOth on: the. present charge. and on previous charges-and had al · 
answered to his bail woi:tld be highly favourable to an accused's J?:f 
application for bail. Evidence that the accused has on previous O<ica 
failed to answer to his bail would be a strong reason for refusingit'.R. 
present occasion. So also would acceptable evidence that the accuse 
threatened to flee if granted bail. · The· accused's. previous convfotib, '' 

· .~ antecedents (which are relevant in other ways) may be looked at tb) 
-,,: type of person who is. assm:ing the court that he will answerto; , 

~·('\· The antecedents-as opposed to the previous convictions of the;lJ.!:JC 
. · '· .,, may indicate, for example; .an irresp~ns.ibility in .the accused w:hi<t · 

· · 	 the absence of ,many· previous convict10ns, may make the coury; 

about granting bail. In addition the accused's previous .cony:igtig 

indicate criminal propensities which are. likely· to remain uncurl:>.13,9, 

allowed his freedom (see R. v. Montgomery (3)); ··· 


On ·the question of the accused's reliability or unreliability,/ 
officer in charge. of the case is often asked to express his view on tli.e 
of the accused answering to his bail. Such an expression ofviE} 
great weight if the particular officer has limited knowledge of:·~ 
or has had little opportunity of assessing the accused's reli;ilji · 
regard. Where the police officer has such knowledge and•,p 
his view-if it is not rendered· suspect under cross exa:min.atioil · 
some weight, and in such a case the court might. be attrac~..• 
course the court cannot substitute for its independent dete.:rrif·: 
jssue the mindless. acceptance of the view of some police'})' ' '' 
nature being what it is, the view of a police officer on tb:e: 
answering to his bail by an accused who has been a difficult,,,~: 

(l) (1958) 75 W.N, (N.S.W.) 233, at (2) (1849) 13 Q.:S.. 24~''{ 

-~- p, 234. (3) (1958) 75'W.N•.•())r:;f; 
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'Je:r i:titerrogation may not be totally impartifl-1. But if the court 

d{that the view of the police officer is based on a sU:fficient associa

{the· accused and a suffiCient opportunity to assess. the accused's· 


... {in this· regard, ·and is not mala fide, the court should, I think, 

eweight to it, realizing that tJ:e police officer may have sources of 


~ibri.~for example, informers to whom the a,ccused has expressed his 
"§n po flee-not available to the court (by an extension of the principle 
,~~·v; Beyfus (4) ; see also R. v. Carpenter (5), per Chanell J.) and also 
:g\:!;hat police officers are not infallible. 
· >may also be had to the accused's present circumstances. An 

}I' 'Without a regular place of residence or who has been leading a 
·... 'c: life or who has no domestic ties or who has not been in regular 
oyroent may find bail harder to obtain, for reasons which appear 

Jrs; than a person of different circumstances. . 
\that. firstly the subjective elements of the accused's persona must be 
eel at. Secondly, the court should have regard to those matters which 
/:strongly tempt an accused person to flee. Regard may be had, for 

.· ple,. to the ,accused's previous convictions. This is not to confuse an 
u:sed person's unreliability in abstaining from crime with his unreliability 
'fi.S\vering to bail ; for many persons with considerable records have never 

a,,..ed to.answer to their bail.· But the criminal record of a person is not ·~; 
',;elevant. In the case of a man with an extensive criminal record, who had, 
{# example, on the last two occasions before the court been formally warned 
~at his next conviction •would. probably result in his declaration as an 
'M>itual criminal; there are obviously strong inducements to him to flee if 

;!granted bail. He is not certain to flee, but those facts may indicate a 

.. :):p.oderat.e degree of risk that he will flee if granted bail ... Further, even 

%·Without such formal warnings the possibility of such a declaration may be 

,·.pr¢sent in the mind of a person with numerous previous convictions. ·In 

;:any case the number and nature of the previous convictions may have so . 

:disentitled a particular accused to any special leniency that a sentence of 
some s,everity may be anticipated even without a declaration under. the 

;· . Habitual Criminals Act. So that an accused person's record may. be in" 
spected to determine whether, if the alleged crime is not a minor one, a 

. sentence of some severity may be expected if conviction follows, and thus 
make the thought of flight attractive to the accused. See R. v. Fletcher (6), 
the principle of which· was approved by the Court of Criminal Appeal in 
R . .v. Armstrong (7). . 

Next is the gravity of the offence. A person charged With murder; ;which 

offence carries a mandatory sentence. of life imprisonment; or a. person 

charged with armed robbery in company, which offence carries a maximum 

sentence of imprisonment for twenty years, may also find the thought of 

flight attractive if granted bail,·in view of the natural expectation that a 

sentence of some severity will be passed, should he be convicted, whatever 

his previous record. See R. v. Barronet & Allain (8) and R. v. Higgs (9). 


Next there is the probability or improbability of conviction. Bail may 

be harder to obtain, if other circumstances are present, where either an 

accused has indicated his intention of pleading guilty or, .where the accused 


(4) (1890) 25 Q.B.D. 494. (7) [1951] 2 All E.R~ 219, at p. 219. 
(5) 156 Sess. Pap. C.C. 298; (19U) 76 (8) (1852) Dears. O.C. 51, at p. 60 ; 

J.P. 158. 169 E.R; 633, at p. 636. 
(6) (1949) 113 J.P. 365. (9) (1962) 79 W.N. (N.S.W.) 335. 
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is pleading not guilty, the Crown case appears to be of some strength. .A. .< 
perusal of the papers may indicate an apparently powerful Crown case which•·; ; .• 
niakes the possibility of convictfon at trial not inevitable but inore likely. /'. 

_.. A plea of guilty also. does not render a conviction inevitable, but it certainly ( 
makes a .conviction more likely. The apparent probability ·of con":> 
viction is a matter-allied to those I have mentioned-which makes th~; 
granting of bail more difficult than where the papers (or evidence) show il, 
conviction tobe improbable. A conviction can become improbable (ini·~ 
case _which originally looked strong from the Crown's point of view) becaus ·· 
for exaniple, of changes in the attitude of witnesses. If the victim ;0:f 
malicious wounding charge is the accused's wife, and if on the bail appli~{ 
tion.she swears that though she gave evidence against the accused· be£"' 
the committing magistrate she does not wish or intend to give evide' 
against her husband at the trial, and if the papers indicate that Witli' 
her evidence the case is not strong 9r that in the circumstances the Attorji 
General may decide not to proceed, bail may be readily granted to a p~ · 
with-many previous convictions and who_se response to b_ail in the pas 
peen poor. . .. 

But if the Crown case is .an apparently powerful one an accused]{ 
·. may find bail harder to obtain than where th,.e Crown case app~ars; 

The principle that a man is presumed innocent until proved guilty;· 
violated. by the court on a bail application making an assessment of 
biHty .of conviction. The principle- that a man is presumed inno9eti, 
p:roved guilty is a principle which, with other principles, ~s appliedi: 
tribilnal at the accused's trial in determining criminal liability;>.} .. 
court on the bail application is entitled to see the nature ofthe; 
which. the Crown intends to call to determine whether at the, trial 
srimption of the innocence of the accused if!.,Iikely to be easilySI'.' 
To say that a bank robber photographed by ·the bank's hidd,eii';( 
who isfackled and held by a civilian on the floor pf the bank and>~l;!.; 
a handwritten confession to the police, is presumed. tq be. illtj,oii '·" 
pµrpose of a bail application, is to talk in terms oftenuous. coipi 

. reality. ··..·· 
Of course, the assessment of the probability of conviction is:Jl'.!. 


if the circumstances embrace one or more of the other matt~rsi 


tioned, i.e; criminal recor~, gravity of the offence, etc., whi~@ 

attract a sentence of some severity which in turn might :fud,uc~.:~' 

flee. The materiality of some of these matters is refefi@ · 
Montgomery (10) by Ferguson J.: "Th13 subject chai;ges.a_'f 

· involving hea,vy penalties. The evidenee, apart from.: ~ll,~g 
of guilt, is very strong against him~in fact, he was>c~ ~ · 
He has every r.eason to fear a conviction and, if convi~te~}; 
In the circumstances it seems to me that the applicant 11,~~~ 
~abscond if granted bail." Again, in R. v. Glancy (~l)+ 
" :The. offence with .which he is charged is a very seripu.~ 'o~ 
!Uaxiri::mni penalty of ten years' pep.al servitude. Th~.ew•· 
applicant also is very strong and in my opinion it is ;Ve,;_. 
b~ convicted of it. In view of those facts and thefact,'t • 
seriour;\ charges pending 1:J.gainst him it seems to .me ~AM 
every reason to abscond. should he be given the oppprt:;;:'~. . . 

(10) (1958) 75 W.N. (N;S.W.) 233, at (11) (1958) 75 Y\'"~~l 

. p. 2~4. :i?~ 143. . . . :..:; 
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•.The materiality of the probability of conviction and the propriety of its 
,6il.sideration by a court on abail application are referred to by Sugerman J . 

.R. v. Ladd (12), where his Honour was regretting the court's inability in 
. e~iJarticular circumstances of that case to make such an assessment. The 
pplicants in. that case were on remand in the court of petty sessions· on 
dictable offences and the evidence on the committal pi:oceedings had. not 
~tbeen give:t;t. "The court is not all~ at this stag~ of the matter to assess, 
:riexam,ination: of the depositions befle the magistrate, what are the proba
ilities as to conviction of the crimes charged or what defences the accused 

;jp¢~f!ons may have and what are the probabilities of their success on those 

.':,(lefences." . 

,;, .• These, then, appear to me to be the matters which the court must consider 

:{fu .order to determine whether the Crown has shown such a degree· of risk 

}of the accused failing to answer to his bail that the general desirability of 


.'· ·granting accused persons bail is outweighed, i.e. such a degree of risk as 
/·displaces the presumption in favour of granting bail. See generally R. v. ~' 
. Fraser (13), R. v. Watson (14) and the cases therein cited. 

-'> But apart from the determination of that " issue " there are other con
'.siderations of public interest which· may indicate that bail should not be 

•; . granted even if the court· thought the degree of risk of.the accused failing to 
· answer to his bail to be minimal or even non-existent. Firstly, there are 

. 'considerations of the undesirability bf interfereµce with the course ofjustice. 
·. lf evidencE'. be given and accept,ed that the accused, if granted bail, is likely 

to have violence done to Crown witnesses or to have them threatened or, 
indeed, to take any action-for example, bribery-which may tend to dis
suade a· Crowu witness from giving his. evidence truthfully and totally, 
bail may be refused. FUrther, if evidence is given and accepted that the 
. accused is likely to approach. the jury panel-for example, has stated his 

intentiOn to do so-bail may be refused. Unlike the general anonymity 

of jury service in the city the jury panel in a country town is common 

knowledge several days before the circuit court commences its sittings. 

Any genuine likelihood of approaches being made to members of that panel 

may well result in the failure of an accused pers9n to be granted bail. 


There are also coi:tsiderati~ns of public interest which may indicate that1 
'bail sb,ould be granted even if the coUrt were of the view that there was a \,f~ 
high degree of risk that the accused would fail to answer to his· bail. If 
through no fault of the accused or his legal adviser-and I stress tMt 
qualification-the accused has been incarcerated for a substantial period 
without being brought tO ·trial, and if the trial is to be further delayed 
through no fault of the accused or his legal adviser, and as a consequence 
the accused will be detained without trial for a substantial period, the 
public interest in the right of an accused person to be brought promptly 
to trial and not to be detained for long periods Without determination: of his 
criminal liability may transcend other considerations and result in the 
gra;nting of bail to persons who may be likely to fail to answer to it. This. 
is the factor which exercised the court's mind in R. v. Perry (15). It is, of 
course, :t;tot the only factor. And other considerations may in certain cases 

(12} (1958} 75 W.N. (N.S.W.} 431, at (15) Unreported. ·Supreme Court of 
p.433. New South Wales, 8th January, 

(13} (1892} 13 L.R. (N.S.W.} 150. 1969. 
(14} (1947) 64 W.~. (N.S.W.) 100. 
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restiltdn bail being refused even if one result is that the accused may be 
detained for a substantial period without trial. But it is a powerfulfactor~ 
· Delays by the Crown in having the accused arraigned arise usually from 

administrative problems-for example, . the heavy state of the criminal 
lists at. the partieular time, the illness of the detective in charge of the case, 
etc. But nevertheless, even without fault on the part of the Crown law 
·officers, if the refusal ofbail will result in a lengthy detention of .an accused 
without trial, bail will; as a general rule, be grante~. If the trial is listed 
for hearing Within ·a reasonable time from the date of the bail applicatioli ·;, 
this consideration loses some of its strength. Similarly, the consideration. < 
is not so cogent where the past delay has been occasioned by the accused /, 

·or.his legal adviser-for example, the trial having twice before been specially 
fu:ed and on each specially fixed occasion the trial has been adjourned at the. f 
request of the accused's counsel; or; for example, where the victim'ofthe·· 
stabbing alleged to have been done by the accused (and the papersindicatID.:g} 
.a powerful Crown case) is· still in hospital or convalescing. In such cases 
some not unreasonable further detention without trial niay: have to resultO<i 

ll'inally, and of very great importance, are the crimfual statistics ofth.E:;{ 
nlimb(3r ()f offences committed by persons on baiL A sizable minorityof;a; 
·crimes of dishonesty committed in this State are committed by person~ Wh'. 
are ~mriently ·.on bail. · Accused persons have in fact claimed . at .q1ut ..·.··· .. 
sessions that they committed these crimes to raise money for legal represeil 
·tidn~ Others were no doubt influenced by the "rule" in R. v; LoveWf 
.which was said to prohibit more than one accumulative sentence.,,/ 
result crimes ·were frequently committed by persons on bail· with()U, .. 
of any proportionate penalty. But whatever the cause judges,•§ 
Court are confronted time and again with the situation where oif~ 
often a multiplicity of them-are committed by persons a,t a time wlie 
·were currently on bail. In the Divisional Court in H.M. Postmaster.· 

;y. Whitehouse (17) Goddard L.C.J. said: "As we have pointed·ol1t' 

'ill the Court of Criminal Appeal, bail ought to be sparingly grante(:l 


~.. where prisC>ners have long records of conviction, since it very oftW 
. ·.~	wh~n such a person obtains bail; he commit~ offences while on bail;;8:~~ 

telling the court afterwards that he comnntted them so as to ge . 
enable him to be represented at quarter sessions, in other case · 
be had to .make &ome provisim1 for his wife and children wliile 
prison.". See also R. v. Phillips (18). · · ·· 

Of course, a long list of· convictions is not, without mor~A·· 
result in the refusal of a bail application ; and the manner fa~ ' 

·convictions· should be looked at, and the other· considerations :tpf 

should necessarily be had, I have already referred to.. Bl].t% ~ 

Qoddard L.C.J. ii:tdicate that experience ill England is sim~ltrf 


;fu this State and that often further crimes are committed.} 

whon:i bail has been· granted.· ·And though it has been sai.CictM' 

Wm ·of·. criminal law in Australia is steadily divergllig'.f ·.. 

-,ccnni.terpa~ee, for example (1964) Oriminal Law<R 

-.observations by his Lordship were cited . with appitr, 

Ferguson J. in R. v. Glancy (19). · · · 


(16) (1939) 56 W;N. (N.S~W.) 75. 
(17) (1952) 35 Cr. App. R. 8, at P· 11. 

(18). (1947) 32 Cr. App. R. 47, at p. 48. 
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,mfiis.is not intended to be a definitive analysis of all the factors which may 
;o:~ }]]; bail applications. Obviously numerous other matters-for example, 
' ~ppljcant's state of health, his family needs, etc.-inay render the 

':iiistil.nces singular in a particular application ; but I believe that I 
~ said eIJ.ough to indicate that there is a grave responsibi)ity on courts 
ing····. bail applications. Over-concern ~or the rights of the individual 

l1sed can b).ind the c.ourt to the very rfl interests of the community in 
h applications and to the real disadvantages to the community which can 
ult.if such applications are too generously granted. It would be eq,ually 

'aesiiable if those latter considerations caused any diminution in the 
gard of the courts for the right of the individual to prepare his defence on 


acriminal charge under the best possible circumstances. 

} In the present case the applicant is twenty-two years of age, single, and 

&~siding with his mother at 17 James Street, Enmore. He is.a labourer by . 

~ccupation and his work record is inconsistent. Prior to 1965 he had been 

~onvicted on various oqcasions on twenty charges of breaking, entering and 

~stealing and nine charges of larceny. Ill February 1965 he was convicted 

:ofcarrying a cutting instrument, of larceny of a motor vehicle and of two 

.further charges of breakirig, entering and stealing and was sentenced to 

iµlprisonment for fifteen months at Campbelltown Quarter Sessions. 


·.·.. On 22nd July, 1966, he was convicted at Sydney Quarter Sessions on 

, '.four charges of break, enter and steal, and the Chairman of Quarter Sessions 


'.\l:>efore whom he appeared took into acco\lnt under s. 447B of the Grimes 
.·,' \A.ot seven further charges of breaking_, enterfug and stealing, one charge of 
>larceny and one charge of attempted break, enter and steal. The applicant 

'was· sentenced to imprisonment for three years. · 

He was released on 1st October, 1968. He is now committed to this Court 


for sentence, after indicating to the committing magistrate his intention to 

plead guilty, on five further charges of breaking, entering and stealing, all 

alleged to have been committed on 9th and 10th October, 1968, ·i.e. on the 

·eighth and ninth day after hi~ release from prison. The applicant has 

,~Jgned written records of interview in relation to these offences. The hearing 
of these matt!)rs was specially fu:ed for Friday last. But the applicant's 
solicitor, Mr. Goldberg, has sent a message that he is part-heard in the 
country and requests an adjouqunent to 31st January, 1969. The Crown 
.consents to this adjournment. In the absence of his solicitor the.accused ;, 
now says that he intends to plead not guilty. 

Bail was previously granted and fu:ed at only the sum of $200. In this 

application the applicant as'k's for a reduction of that amount. I am unaware 

of the facts which were put to the court which induced it to grant bail, 

and which induced it to grant it at the figure of $200. As I have already 

said, I intend no criticism of the learned magistrate who granted bail to the 

applicant because I am unaware of the material placed before his Worship 

on that application. But in my view, on the materialbefore me,I would be 

acting irresponsibly if I .were to grant this accused pail ; and this. applica. 

tion for bail, of which the application for . a reduction of bail forms only 

part, is refused. 


Different considerations may-and I put it no higher-arise on 31st 

January if the accused with his solicitor again informs the court that· he 

·wishes to plead not guilty. If because of the state of the criminal lists the 

trial cannot be fu:ed for a date in the near foture that would be a factor. for 
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the court's consideration and it may be-and again I put it no higher-that 
if an application for bail were made on 31st January it will be granted. 
I feel it proper to say, however, that in my view if it were granted it should 
be granted only in a very substantial amount, by which I mean markedly in 
excess of the sum of $200. 

.Bail refused. 

Solicitor for the respondent (the Crown): 0. H. McKay (Clerk of the 
Peace). 

O.M.L.D. 

*THOMAS v. THOMAS 

In Divorce : J enkyn J. 

March 3; April 2, 1969. 

Matrimonial Causes-Petition for dissolution of marriage by wife on grounds 
of adultery and desertion-Answer filed by husband arlmitting adultery 
and denying desertion-Pleadings completed but case not set down for 
hearing-Application by wife for order dismissing suit and granting 
ancillary relief-Whether application competent-Matrimonial Oauses 
Act 1959-1966 (Cth), s. 89. 

By a petition filed in September 1967 W. sought the dissolution of her marriage 
with H. on the ground of his adultery and desertion. In October 1967 H. filed an 
ans~er admitting adultery and denying desertion. In November 1967 W. filed a 
reply, which completed the pleadings, but no step was taken to set the suit down for 

~ft.rial. In February 1968 an order was made for maintenance pending suit. 
.. 'Jn November 1968 W. sought an order for permanent maintenance for herself 

arlill' for a child of the marriage and for the costs of the suit. At the hearing of this 
application it appeared that w. did not propose to proceed with the suit, because 
on dissolution of the marriage she would forfeit valuable rights which she would 
otherwise have as the wife ofH., under a superannuation scheme to which he was a 
contributor, in the event of his death. In these circumstances she asked the court · 
to treat the matter as though the suit were now before it for hearing, and, on her 
application, to dismiss the petition and to make orders for ancillary relief under ... 
s. 89 of the Matrimonial Causes Aot 1959-1966 (Cth) on the basis that the petitio11.'< 
had "been dismissed after a hearing on the merits " withins. 89 (2) (a). ,... 

Held : (1) That, upon the true construction of s. 89, a petitioner's right to ancilla!-1( 
relief arises only where the petition is dismissed after findings have been ma4,.~:· 
adverse to the petitioner, and not in a case where the petitioner has voluntarp.. 
sought and obtained an order dismissing the petition. . . t'i 

(2) That in the present case, if the petition were dismissed, the petitiol1ef; 
right to ancillary relief would fall with her petition. ·" 

(3) That the application was incompetent and would be dismissed. 

SUMMONS. 

This was an application by a petitioner wife for an order for perrn~. 
mg,ffitenance for herself and a child of the marriage and for costs of the 




